I. Project Overview
The High Energy Physics (HEP) group at Prairie View A&M University is a collaborator with Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab), and the universities listed below. The purpose of this collaboration is to contribute to the understanding of heavy quark hadroproduction. Our efforts began in the early 1980's at Fermilab with the study of the charmonium states, J/$ and x, ) and presently with the continued studies of the charmonium system and direct photon production (Fermilab experiment E705) and new studies on bottom production (Fermilab experiment E771) in the High Intensity Laboratory (Proton-West Area) of Fermilab. The Prairie View group will, as a part of their task, be directly responsible for a major part of the PWC system upgrade by developing the electronics for the readouts of the PWC pad chambers. Six in all, these chambers, are a part of new multlevel triggering scheme and represents a departure from the triggering methodology of the previous trigger processors in earlier experiments. The Prairie View group is also involved with the Bottom Collider Detector (BCD) Collaboration which is proposing to study bottom production at the Fermilab Collider and at the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) .
Introduction
The presence of single muons and especially dimuons in final states produced in hadronic interactions has proved to be a valuable indicator that interesting hard physics processes have taken place. These muons provide a mechanism for selecting the relatively rare processes from interactions due to the total cross-section. In particular, processes involving heavy quarks are flagged cleanly by the presence of muon pairs. We are proposing to use the high rate E705 spectrometer' (shown in Fig. 1 ) but with a muon trigger system which differs from our earlier ECLCAMAC p r o c e~s o r .~>~ The ECEprocessor functioned well in Experiments 5374 and 705) detecting and measuring several heavy quark phenomena which resulted in a final state containing muons. In the current experiment (E771) we operate under a new trigger methodology. The dimuon trigger still looks for two muons as before but** one of the two muons must have a Pt of 0.8-1GeV. The mass calculation of E537 and E705 experiments have been abandoned. We will also augment our spectrometer by the addition of a silicon tracker similar to those5 used in other experiments at Fermilab. The present P-West High Intensity Laboratory secondary beam6 will need to be upgraded with the addition of suflicient bending power to allow the transport of the 800 + 925 GeV/c primary proton beam to the experiment target.
We desire to continue our studies of hadronicly** produced heavy quark dynamics and share that knowledge within an academic community usually not able to participate in such research. and thereby satisfy to a small extent a growing national need for minority scholars. We have in a single year increased the number of physics majors from one to eleven.
We have selected students from the special Banneker Honors College and only those with a desire for an advanced degree in physics. By the fall of 1991, we expect at least two graduate students to be enrolled at Texas A&M University.
Our present grant (DEAS0588ER-40457) began June 14, 1988 . We have been participating in E705 since its inception in 1981. The current level of funding, $200,000 will be matched by $100,000 from Prairie View A&M University plus computing time on university computers. However, upgrades to these computers are required. We will also receive annual$30,000 in super computer time on the NEC-SX2 from the Houston Area Research Center, site of the Texas Accelerator Center. In addition the Prairie View A&M University HEP group is also receiving Department of Energy equipment funds for the construction of electronic equipment to be used on the beauty experiment E771 at Fermilab. The charmonium and direct photon experiment (E705) has completed data taking, accumulating over 7500 magnetic data tapes. We have exceeded the CERN WA70 experimental sample for direct photon production by 7r*.
p Si -, BB + X where either the 8 or the B decays into with the J/$ decaying into In addition, we will look for production of bottom hadrons which also decay to single muons.
The cleanest experimental signature for such physics will be events with opposite sign dimuons which reconstruct to the J/+ mass and which point to a secondary decay vertex located in air as measured by a silicon tracker. The association of the J b with a secondary decay vertex located outside of the target material insures that one is seeing bottom rather than charm production. Since the branching ratio for B 4 J/++anything has been measured by both the ARGUS ' (1.10 f 0.19%) and CLEO * (1.10 f 0.21 f 0.23%) experiments and a rough lifetime for bottom is known from the WA75 measurement sec) , and from the PEP-PETRA measurement loyll (1.2 f 0.2 x sec), it is possible to determine the cross-section for bottom hadroproduction from our observation of isolated J/+ secondary vertices without the complete reconstruction of the bottom meson final states.
The calculation of the cross-section without complete reconstruction of particular final states will depend to a small extent on a model dependent estimate of the efficiency for seeing the secondary vertex. Background to the detection of bottom decay comes primarily from ordinary J/+ production in which the J/+ fakes an isolated secondary vertex by being misreconstructed to a point far from the primary vertex because of measurement errors.
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Another important result which will be attempted by E771 will be a direct measurement of the lifetime of the bottom mesons and a determination of the size of a lifetime difference (if any) between the charged and neutral B. Since most of the center of mass energy of the B is carried away by the massive J/$ in the decays of interest for E771, and since the silicon tracker can be used to follow the other charged products of the B decay, an accurate determination of the invariant lifetime is possible from the measurement by the silicon of the Lorentz boosted decay length of the B and the measurement of the momentum of the B by the measurement of the momentum of the J/+ and other associated charged tracks.
B. In addition to the observation of B t J/+ + anything and the determination of the total cross-section and lifetime of bottom meson production, we intend to reconstruct specific exclusive final states of the bottom mesons decaying to J/+. Complete reconstruction of particular exclusive final states permits a refined measurement of the momentum and lifetime distributions and provides extra constraints for the measurement of the hadroproduction cross-sections and branching ratios for bottom. This complete reconstruction will be possible for some final states. We list in Table I the Cabibbo-favored-final states for the bottom meson decays which result in less than or equal to three charged particles. Estimated branching ratios l2 are provided in some cases and in one particular case (B-t J/+K-) an experimental measurement is available. The decay table for the antiparticles is similar of course except for CP violating effects. We note that the BOand 2 secondary vertices result in an even number of outgoing charged tracks and the B* secondary vertices in an odd number of charged tracks.
Most of these relatively simple final states are observable at some level but each has its own special experimental problems. For purposes of the following discussion we will assume no charged K-r identification although we are actively pursuing implementing such identification. In the absence of such identification a K-7r ambiguity will be present for all non-muon charged tracks. This will necessitate two entries in any J/+X-X+ mass plot. The final states involving a KO will require the assignment of that KO to the secondary decay vertex without the presence of a charged track in the silicon tracker and will therefore lead to ambiguities between KO's produced in the secondary vertex and those from the primary vertex. This will increase the spurious mass combinations. For the case of bottom meson final states containing a ro, all TO'S in the event are candidates for inclusion in the reconstructed C . The third physics goal of this experiment will be the observation of BB mixing by observation of high mass like sign dimuons where each of the muons points to a different secondary vertex. The opposite sign muons from different vertices are due to the semileptonic decays of either charm or bottom and are produced in the process:
with the two neutral B mesons each decaying semileptonically.
The same sign dimuons of interest are produced when either the 3 or the BOhave evolved into the conjugate antiparticle and produces the same sign muon as its partner in the semileptonic decay. The backgrounds to same sign dimuons from BB mixing can arise from:
1. The sequential decay of either the B or the B into a charmed particle followed by the semileptonic decay of that charmed particle in conjunction with the semileptonic decay of the other B meson. The sign of the lepton produced in the semileptonic decay of the daughter is opposite to the sign of the lepton that would have been produced by the semileptonic decay of the parent, thereby leading to a same sign dimuon background.
2. Direct production of and mixing of C c pairs (Do, Do for example) where the charmed particle evolves into the anti-charmed particle and generates a same sign background to the same sign muons from BOB mixing. However, the mixing of Do and Do has been measured to be small, so this is not anticipated to be a large source of background.
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3.
Production of BB pairs with one of the B's decaying semileptonically and the other decaying nonleptonically but with one of the pions from the nonleptonic decay undergoing ?T + pv decay.
The magnitude of these backgrounds and the techniques for suppressing them are discussed in section VI-c. We will only mention here that these backgrounds can be suppressed since:
1. The same sign dimuon signal from BE mixing will have higher mass than the same sign dimuon backgrounds.
2. Secondary vertices can be indentified as bottom decays by their visible mass.
We will investigate the effectiveness of these techniques in eliminating the same sign backgrounds when the mixing experiment is discussed below. D. A fourth objective of this experiment will be the continuation at higher energies of the measurement of hadronic production of charmonium which we just completed at 300 GeV/c in E705 ' . The objective of E705 is t o measure (.rr*,p,p)Li -+ x + anything and (r*,p,p)Li +. y + anything at 300 GeV/c (DOE Grant No. DEFG-05-86ER-40297). At the same time as we perform the study of bottom production, we would continue the study of charmonium production at the higher energy of the 800 GeV/c primary proton beam to measure J/$ and x production from a silicon target:
The measurement of the energy dependence of charmonium production will allow us to more completely verify the production mechanisms of charmonium and the gluon structure function of the nucleon (see Ref. 1).
E. Finally, using the primary proton beam at the highest energy we plan to search for evidence of hadronic production of X b in much the same way that we are measuring charmonium production 6%7.
V. Beam Requirements/Experimental Running
We are basing our estimates of yields on a canonical run of 20 weeks of beam. We anticipate 2.8 x lo8 seconds of beam (20 weeks x 100 hours/week x 60 min/hr x 23 seconds of spill/min). We will use the primary proton beam to take advantage of the maximum energy available at 800 GeV/c. We will require 1.7 x lo8 protons per second of spill or 3.8 x lo8
protons per spill during data taking. This beam intensity implies a total interaction rate of 2 x lo6 interactions per second from our target foils and our silicon tracker. Approximately 1 x lo6 interactions per second are generated by each of these devices. We will trigger only on interactions from the silicon target foils by requiring (in the trigger) that there be hits in the first module of the silicon tracker at large angles with respect to the beam. We use the dependence of the total cross-section to predict the total cross section in silicon and a total inelastic cross-section for pN at 800 GeV/c of 32 x cm2 per nucleon.
The interaction rate of 2 x lo6 interactions per second to be used in E771 (an interaction every 25 buckets or 470 nanoseconds) is the same as that experienced in our just completed experiment, E705, and is an order of magnitude lower than the interaction rate of experiment E537. Individual parts of the spectrometer such as the electromagnetic calorimeter have been tested in calibration beams at much higher effective rates without degradation. We have achieved a measured suppression due to our fast dimuon trigger and dimuon trigger processor of better than lW4 of the raw interaction rate.
We will operate in E771 in much the same mode as we operated E705 with the following exceptions:
1. Our beam tagging Cerenkov counters will not be required during data taking. They will only be used during electron calibration runs for electron identification.
2. We expect to have a much cleaner trigger situation in E771 because of our use of the extracted primary proton beam rather than a pion beam which will decrease substantially the problems due to muon halo.
3. We expect to implement some data filtering at the level of our VMEbased microprocessor event builder and to do some online ACP event filtering to reduce the load on the data acquisition system and eliminate many of the background events from being written to tape.
Finally, as in experiment E705, we will require occasional use of the calibration electron beam for adjustment of our electromagnetic detector. We summarize in Table I1 below the expected beam usage and the spot sizes that we expect on the experiment target. 
VI. Experimental Setup

A. General Remarks
We plan to use the E705 spectrometer ( Figure 1 ) augmented by a silicon tracker and a multiple silicon foil target (figure 2). We will take advantage of the an upgraded muon trigger system which is being developed for this spectrometer. This trigger, which identifies muon candidates with a transverse momentum above a certain threshold, will provide a suppression of < of the interactions due to the total cross-section. When this trigger is coupled to our data acquisition system which is capable of handling 600 events/sec, we will operate in E771 at an interaction rate of over 2 x lo6 interactions per' second producing over 300 dimuon and single muon triggers/second from the target. This is a more comfortable manner of operation than that of E705 which requires that we operate at 200 triggers per second in the absence of filtering.
B. Multiple Silicon Foil Target
We have chosen to use a system of four 3 mm thick silicon foils as the target system for E771. This system was chosen in order to optimize as much as possible the interaction length of the target while keeping the radiation length of the target below 20%. In addition the higher A of silicon increases the number of bottom events produced relative to a given number of total cross-section interactions. The cross-section for bottom production is assumed to be linear in A in comparison to the total cross-section which increases21 as A total of 12 mm of silicon corresponds to an interaction length of 4.5% and a radiation length of 20%. Four 3 mm foils are chosen so that the B decays of interest have will decay outside of the foils in air. Given the long invariant lifetime of B mesons and the Lorentz boost they will have from being produced in a high energy fixed target reaction, a large fraction of these B's will decay outside of the target foil material. Looking for J/$ secondary decay vertices in air will eliminate the background due to J/$'s produced from secondary interactions in the target foil material. The physics signature of a J/$ vertex found in air outside of any material can only be due to bottom production and decay, with the principal background to this being mis-measured J/$ vertices. Figure 2 shows the configuration of the silicon tracker that will be used in this experiment. This device consists of 24 modules of 300 pm thick silicon planes. The size of these three modules will be 1" x 1" and 2" x 2". The tracker contains approximately 2% of an interaction length and 8% of a radiation length. The width of the silicon strips is 25 pm in the center and 50 p m at the edges. Because of our relatively thin target foils we plan to require in the trigger the presence of wide angle tracks in the gap between foils to insure an interaction in the foils. We will do this by the simple expedient of requiring a certain number of hits in the first silicon module outside of the forward direction.
C . Silicon Tracker
VII. Event Yield/Backgrounds
A. BB production in p Si interactions at 800 GeV/c
The number of bottom mesons or hadrons that we will observe is uncertain because of the uncertainty in the hadronic production cross sections for bottom. The calculations of Quigg14, Margolis15, Combridgel', Owens17 and Halzenls, are shown in Figure 3 along with the current experimental i n f o r m a t i~n~~> '~ available on bottom hadroproduction. Table 111 tabulates the cross sections for 800 and 925 GeV/c p p interactions predicted for some of these calculations. These cross-sections have been calculated for a quark mass of 5.3 GeV/c2. If the appropriate bottom quark mass to use in these calculations is 4.7 GeV/c2, the cross-sections increase by approximately a factor of 2.
Given the target and beam which are described above, Table IV shows the number of B B events that we expect to produce with the canonical 2.8 x lo6 seconds of proton beam at 1.7 x 10' protons/sec (375K events per cm2 of nucleon-nucleon cross-section assuming cross-sections which vary linearly with A). Using the model for B production outlined in Appendix B, we calculate acceptances of 25% (and 28%) for the two muons resulting from this cascade decay sequence at 800 (and 925) GeV/c beam momentum. In calculating the number of B mesons that we will observe decaying into J / ! ' s which subsequently decay into muon pairs, we have used 1.10% (the average of the two existing measurements) for the branching ratio for B and 7% for the branching ratio for the J/$ decay mode. In addition, we have taken into account the factor of 2 that comes from having both a B and a B in the final state. Note that we have also assumed that the inclusive branching ratio for B', Bo, and B; into J/$ + X are the same.
Under this assumption and the assumption that these three types of B mesons dominate the hadronization of bottom quarks, we can calculate the number of B meson decays that we expect to see in our canonical run. We tabulate these numbers in Table V below. All of these numbers must be multiplied by an efficiency for surviving the vertex cuts which are necessary to isolate true bottom decays with a clean, unconfused secondary vertex in the silicon tracker and to eliminate false secondary vertices from "ordinary" J,$ decays.
In addition, all the other usual standard reconstruction efficiencies such as those due to PWC's, drift chambers, etc. must be taken into account. We now discuss the identification and reconstruction of the secondary vertices in the B --$ J/+ -+ p+p-decays.
We have estimated the resolutions with which a decay vertex can be reconstructed and the efficiency with which it can be separated from the silicon foils and the other vertices in the event by the use of a Monte Carlo incorporating the B production and decay model of Appendix B (which uses a 0.6 x second for the bottom lifetime). This Monte Carlo incorporates the expected resolution of the silicon tracker and the multiple scattering in the foil target and the silicon tracker. The resolution for reconstruction of secondary vertices using only the muon tracks from the J/$ is calculated to be: Given these resolutions and the scale of the events, reasonable efficiencies for recognition of events with secondary vertices due to bottom decay can be achieved. A scatterplot of the AZ and Ar separation between the reconstructed primary and secondary decay vertices for typical bottom events (using only the decay muons for the secondary vertex) is shown in Figure 7a . The projections of this scatterplot are shown in Figures 7b and 7c . These projections can be compared to the true separations plotted in Figures 5a and b . In the Monte Carlo calculation used to obtain these distributions we have superimposed bottom decays of the type B + J/$K;lr on the scaled bubble chamber events in order to get a realistic estimate of the reconstruction difficulties in these complicated events. In this Monte Cmlo, smearing effects due to the misassignment of tracks from the other B decay to the primary vertex are included. A cut of AZ = 1 mm and Ar = 50 pm will retain 76% of the true bottom decays. Making a conservative estimate of composite efficiency (geometric acceptance is already taken into account) of the rest of the spectrometer (PWC's, drift chambers, etc.) of 80%) we expect to collect NN 60% of the B --+ J/$ --+ p+p-decays given in Table V. In order to estimate the backgrounds to this signal, we have superimposed "ordinary" J/$ production on the 800 GeV/c events and estimated the number of J/$'s that will appear to form a false secondary vertex. Figures 8a, b , and c give the scatterplot and projections for reconstructed J/$'s from the primary vertex corresponding to the scatterplot and projections for the true decays ( figures 7a,b,c) . The cuts of Ar > 50 pm and AZ > 1 mm which were chosen to select events containing true secondary vertices, reject 2.8 x of all "ordinary" J/$ events. In addition, if necessary, we can require that there be a third track that appears to come within 50 pm of the secondary vertex defined by the muons. This additional criterion reduces the remaining background from poorly reconstructed J/$'s by an additional factor > 10. Only a slight loss of signal is caused by this third track requirement. Thus we have an overall suppression of background 2.8 x Another experimental issue is the efficiency with which the muons, as identified and measured in the spectrometer proper, can be identified with a particular track as measured in the tracker. We have investigated the difficulties in matching the silicon detector tracks and the tracks as detected in the PWC's and drift chambers of the spectrometer. We have attempted to make matches both in angle and in intercept at various planes downstream of the last module of the silicon tracker. We conclude that there is little confusion in correlating the muon tracks with the appropriate tracks in the silicon tracker. We estimate < 5% loss of dimuon events due to inability to correlate the muons with the correct tracker track.
In conclusion, after these cuts and efficiencies take their toll, we are left with a few hundred to a few thousand inclusive B + J/$ + p+p-decays (depending on the exact level of the cross-section) with which to estimate cross-sections for hadroproduction of bottom mesons. If the majority of these B's are bottom mesons B*, Bo, or Bt, then there are several exclusive decay modes (see Table I ) which have relatively simple topologies and which take place at the level of 10% of the B ---$ anything sample of events. It seems quite feasible to reconstruct the B mesons which decay into z+y-or J/$z+y-. Some smaller portion of the events which have a single KO in the final state may be reconstructable. These KO events have the advantage that there is no two-fold ambiguity in the identity of the strange particle which plagues the totally charged final states in the absence K-.;rr identification. Those final states having more than one Ko or Toare much more difficult to reconstruct. We conclude that obtaining samples of several exclusive bottom decay modes containing a few 10's to a few 100's of totally reconstructed events seems definitely within the realm of feasibility.
Using the suppression of background obtained from the secondary vertex cuts and the requirement of a third track pointing at the secondary vertex, we estimate, using the number of J,/$'s from Table V that states will have two B: mesons. Therefore, we would expect to see a like sign dimuon signal due to BOBo mixing which is 1.89 x of all B B final states. The geometric acceptance for muons from double semileptonic decays of bottom has been estimated to be 25%. So we expect to see between 425 and 5200 same sign dimuons from mixing in comparison to the 3500 to 42,400 opposite sign dimuons from the double semileptonic decays of B's p r e duced in 800 GeV/c interactions depending on the cross-section for bottom. For 925 GeV/c p s i interactions we would expect to observe between 660 and 8100 same sign dimuons from mixing in comparison to 8200 to 40,500 opposite sign dimuons.
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The backgrounds to BB mixing come from several sources. The most serious background is produced by the sequential decay of one of the B's to a charmed daughter which decays semileptonicaly into a muon which has a different sign than would have been produced by the semileptonic decay of the parent B. This will produce a same sign dimuon background if the other B also decays semileptonically. There are several decay chains which result in this sort of "daughter charmed particle" same sign background to BB mixing. Under the assumptions 1) that B*, Bo, and Bt are made equally frequently; and 2) that the various reported branching ratios (the ratios that are used are either preliminary results from the CLEO experiment2' or reported ratios from the particle data tables23) for decays of unsep arated mixtures of Bo, Bo, B+, B-can be used both for the individual bottom mesons and for B: mesons; we can evaluate the backgrounds due to the decay sequences listed below: 0 Charged B plus neutral B production followed by decay of B f t Do.
2.6 x a background of 260 to 3200 same sign dimuons in a canonical 800 GeV/c run.
e Charged B plus neutral B production followed by decay of B -t D*. of the BSBo production (i of all bb pairs) decays via these chains to produce An additional 3.5 x of the BSBo production ($ of all bb production) will decay via charged D's into a same sign dimuon background of 350 to 4300 events in the 800 GeV/c run.
e Charged B plus neutral B production followed by decay of Bo, Bo 3 Do, Do.
This decay chain is responsible for an additional 2.6 x production decaying to a same sign background of 260 to 3200 events.
e Charged B plus neutral B production followed by decay of Bo,Bo t D*.
This decay chain is responsible for an additional 3.5 x decaying to a background of 350 to 4300 events. of the BOBo production e Neutral B production followed by decay of Bo,Bo + Do,Do .
This decay sequence results in 2.6% of the BOBo final states ($ of the total bb production) decaying into a same sign background which contains 260 to 3200 events for the 800 GeV/c run. e Neutral B production followed by decay of Bo,Bo ---f D-,D+.
3.5 x chain to a same sign dimuon background to 350 to 4300 events. of the BOBo production (2 of the entire bb production) decays via this e Charged B production followed by decay of B* + Do,Do. Thus, the total same sign background from the sum of these sequences, in the absence of any cuts to suppress them, would be 2000 to 24000 events to be compared to a BOBo mixing signal of 660 to 8100 events in an 800 GeV/c run. So our signal to background is from the charmed daughter decay sequences without cuts.
The second same sign background to B B mixing is production of D o b o followed by mixing and the subsequent semileptonic decay of the charmed particles. In this case the semileptonic decay branching ratio is 5.3% for the Do and the mixing between Do and Do is small (< 0.006 e~perimentally~~ and estimated theoretically20,21 to be between low4 and Taking the largest theoretical rate and assuming that we have the same acceptance (25%) for the background dimuons as for the mixing dimuons, we would expect to see a same sign background of 60 to 770 like sign dimuons from DODO mixing even if the charm cross-section is 1000 times as large as the bottom cross-section at 800 GeV/c.
The third background of BB mixing that we have considered is produced when one of the B's decays semileptonically and the other B decays nonleptonically. Then if one of the pion decay products of the second B decay itself decays into pu, a same sign background can be produced. Approximately 1% of the bottom decays produces a muon via 7r --j pu so that we would expect 30 to 340 same sign background events from this source.
We have examined the possibility that we can further suppress these backgrounds (especially the "daughter" backgrounds) by cutting to the high mass muon pairs which should be relatively rich in the muons from bottom decay. Using the BB production model of appendix B, we have generated the like sign dimuons mass spectrum for the B B mixing signal and for each of the three backgrounds mentioned above: B ---f C --+ p mixing and B + 7rp. These four dimuon mass spectra are shown in Figure 9 . These spectra have arbitrary normalizations with respect to each other but the shapes of the spectra can be compared. For masses above 3 GeV/c2, 42% of the true mixing signal is retained while only 19%, 19%, and 25%, respectively, of the three backgrounds survive. Therefore) improvements of a factor of two are realized in the ratio of signal to background in the high mass region. However, a completely correct assignment of all tracks associated with a particular secondary vertex to that vertex is very difficult since mistakes can be made either by adding tracks or losing them. This is especially true for the mixing event topology3 in distinction to the J/+ topology in which there are only parts of muons from different vertices to flag the events and to begin the process of reconstruction of a secondary vertex. If one can begin by developing a technique for finding secondary vertices in such events then the association of the tracks with these vertices can proceed given the track resolutions possible with silicon trackers. We show in Figure 12a , b, c, and d the distance from the true decay vertex that the reconstructed primary and secondary tracks pass. As a first attempt at solving this problem, we have partially investigated one possible technique for defining secondary vertices and assigning tracks to them. The steps in this iterative process are as follows:
1. Form a first order primary vertex from fits of all tracks in the event excluding the muon tracks. The resolution of the primary vertex for BB events is = 21 pm due to the broadening by the tracks from the secondary vertices.
2. Choose tracks to be associated with the primary vertex by excluding those at distances greater than 50 pm from the first order vertex.
3. Form the second order primary vertex by fitting this track sample. The second order vertex resolution now is 7.3 pm in agreeement with the true resolution for primary vertices.
4.
Demand that the muon track be separated by 50 pm in the transverse dimension at the target midplane from this second order vertex just formed. As shown in Figure  13a and b, this cut loses 50% of the muons from B decay but eliminates 98% of the tracks from the primary vertex from candidacy for secondary tracks.
5. Demand that any track that is t o be asociated with the secondary muon pass within a distance-J(Ax2 + Ay2 + Az2) = 50.pm of the muon at the distance of closest approach.
Using these criteria we have selected decay muons and associate secondary tracks with those muons for samples of events containing BB decays and D b decays into K~m p v to test the technique. For the sample of chosen tracks which appear to be associated with the decay muons we have formed the visible mass. Figures 15a and b show this mass for these samples. We see that the "B" masses go below 2 GeV/c2 because of the loss of tracks, and far above 5.3 GeV/c2 because of the inclusion of tracks not belonging to the secondary vertex. Obviously, more iterations would help to eliminate these losses and inclusions as the fits of the vertex improve. However, even at this relative simple stage with relatively naive algorithm for determining a vertex, the visible mass is still a useful tool. A cut at 3 GeV/c2 will eliminate 40% of the D mesons while keeping 88% of the B decays.
Therefore, use of this crude version of visible mass should make another factor of 2 in mixing signal to background ratio. Taken in conjunction with the selection of high mass events, we should achieve signal to background ratios greater than 1 for limited samples (= 10%) of the same sign events. It should, however, be possible to find better procedures and algorithms to define the secondary vertices and associate the proper tracks with them.
The study of the production of x states that we are just finished data taking on will be continued at higher energies with the extracted primary proton beam. The measurement of hadroproduction of x's allows us to study gluon fusion and the structure function of the gluon, especially in the case of p N interactions. We refer the reader to the E705 proposal1 for a more extensive discussion of this topic. We have data with protons at 300 GeV/c, so energy dependent effects can be studied. We list in Table VI our expectations for data at 800 and 925 GeV/c assuming that 30.5% of the observed J/$'s are produced from the decays of x's via the J/$y decay mode just as is the case at lower energies. The A dependence used to scale these cross sections to the silicon target is A0-32. The same sequences of decays that were used to detect x can be used to detect Xb states of the bound 6b system. Using the model for T(9460) production in p p interactions of reference 15 which has been fitted to the experimental data of reference 25 and 26, we predict a(pp t Y + X) = 6 x cmz at 925 GeV/c. These cross-sections yield approximately 22,500 and 30,000 T's at 800 and 925 GeV/c for our canonical run. The branching ratioz3 is BR(Y + p+p-) =0.0291, so the total number of T + p+p-observed in our run will be 650 or 900 at 800 or 925 GeV/c respectively. While the number of Xb which cascade through the decay chain Xb + Ty --+ ypp is unknown, an inspection of the Xb branching ratios into Yr makes it tempting to surmise that of the T production occurs through this sequence (as is the case for x + J/+r). If this is the case we can expect 200 or 300 x b + Ty + ypp before acceptance cuts and reconstruction efficiencies are imposed. Making reasonable estimates for these factors, we should be left with several 10's of events at these energies. This would be sufficient for a first observation of the hadroproduction of Xb.
cmz at 800 GeV/c and 8 x
VIII. Conclusions
The study of the heavy quark states produced using the highest energy proton beam available with the E705 spectrometer augmented with silicon offers an exciting opportunity. This spectrometer is particularly well suited because of its long history of studying dimuon final states to look for bottom hadrons associated with dimuons. The addition of a silicon tracker is necessary in order to detect the secondary vertices and the presence of a J/$ produced in such an isolated secondary vertex will ensure that a bottom decay is being observed. The sophistication of our dimuon and single muon trigger system and the development of a data acquisition system capable of handling large data flows make this experiment uniquely able to run at a rate (in an open geometry) necessary to make it accessible to bottom cross-sections. 
